KOMpak

BATTERY PACK WITH INTEGRATED CHARGER
RHINO KOMPAK battery packs are designed to offer superior performance the OEM
counterparts offered by other manufacturers thanks to it’s tubular cell technology and it’s high
frequency charger guaranteeing an optimal and quick charge.
We offer two standard models that fit most applications, but we can also design custom models
for any sizes available in the current market.

FEATURES
- Tubular technology in BCI cells
- Lead/acid or gel cells
- Higher capacity
- Minimum water consumption
- Superior durability
- High resistance to vibrations
- Quicker charging time
- Better heat resistance
- Easy maintenance
- Bolted posts available
- High frequency integrated
charger
Available in DIN and BS format
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CHARGER AND OPTIONS
Each RHINO KOMPAK comes with a TECNIK PHF-FGM or PHF-HD3 high frequency charger. They
are programmed for optimal performance according to the battery they are matched with. Also,
detailed charge statistics can be downloaded via PC software for controlled unit management.
For better performance and extended battery life, we offer the following options: automatic battery
watering systems and / or battery modules for data collection with included temperature probe.

MODEL

VOLTAGE /
CAPACITY

DOUGLAS
MODEL REFERENCE

DIMENSIONS (W x D x H)

MAINTENANCE
FREE

WEIGHT
(Lbs)

12-2PZVB142

24V / 142Ah

503554DL-SBKP
505668DL-SBKN

24.5" x 8.38" x 23"

YES

168

12-2USI413PK

24V / 170Ah

12-85-07

24.5" x 8.38" x 23.25"

NO

376

12-3USI413PK

24V / 255Ah

12-85-07

31" x 8.56" x 23.25"

NO

475

12-6USI413PK

24V / 510Ah

12-85-13

31" x 13" x 23.5"

NO

825

WARRANTY
RHINO KOMPAK battery packs have the most comprehensive warranty in the
industry: For most applications, units are fully covered for 1 year, and up to 3 year
depending on selected options and working conditions. For detailed information,
feel free to communicate with our sales or service team.
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